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TRANSFORMATION OF ANKARA



Ankara had been declared as the capital of Turkey
in 1923. Before this declaration it was only a small
town of 5000 population.



The ideology of the new goverment was to
establish a modern self-sustainable industrialized
country in every sense.



The city itself was the most important part of this
general strategy.



By architectural competition the city was designed
by Prof. Hermann Jansen.



Professor Hermann Jansen had transferred his experiences from
industrialized European cities implementing ideals and principles
of modernist city planning of early 20th century.



His estimation of population for the plan was 50.000.
In the city plan, the functions of housing (living), industry
(working) and green space (recreation) were separated from each
other by strict zoning; and in this structure green systems had a
great role providing the separation and the linkage among the
functions in the same time.
The land use decisions were under consideration of basic form of
the topography; a basin surrounded by hills; While the plain lands
were chosen for industry and housing, the hilly places and river
and valley corridors became the system of green spaces for air
circulation and the recreation needs of the city. These green
corridors opened to a green belt around the city. In addition to
this comprehensive system, there were patches, which were
placed on main axis, a large city farm closed to periphery, and
finally a big central park in the city.
Green spaces in Ankara were not only simply for physical
necessity of a modern industrial city. The central park, “the Youth
Park” was also a scene for strengthening the ideals of modernist
society implementing the activities of modern daily life and
introducing high culture to village society.









After the World War II, strategies of the country changed totally.



The rapid mechanization and mass production in agriculture had
resulted in the displacement of small landowners from their
lands/villages and migration to the cities, mainly to Ankara.



In the city, the rate of growth in the urban population rose from
20 % to 89 % in the short period between 1940 and 1950
(Senyapili 2004).



The city, which was planned for population of 50.000, was not
prepared to meet the needs of such a level of growth.
Consequently, villagers started to invent their own ways to
become a part of it. “Gecekondu” (a type of illegal house, squatter
built up in one night in peripheral state property lands) to have
shelter and “dolmuş’ (a type of common used small bus instead of
public buses) for transportation are only two most known
examples. In the meantime, national and international private
companies had started to appear adjacent to these illegal squatter
towns to benefit from the cheap labour.



With this unexpected population explosion in the city:








Urban sprawl became a phenomenon and also a strategy
for planning authorities. Urban development did not
follow the city plans, city plans followed the illegal
sprawl.
All peripheral landscape pattern with water cathcments
and surfaces, flora and fauna were lost.
Nearly all stream and valley corridors became densely
built up.
Because of the rapid urban expansion, the city center,
and central green spaces lost their values.
Many environmental problems also had to be faced.

With amnesty laws in 1960s the squatter settlements started to
generate high rise apartment buildings on the green corridors.

Table 1. Change in density in Ankara by years related to population and urban area
(Caliskan 2004).

Years

Urban Area
(hectare)

Population

Increase rate
of area (%)

Increase rate
of population
(%)

Gross
population
density
(person/hectar
e)

1927

300

74,553

-

-

248

1932

710

110,000

136

47.5

154

1945

1,900

220,000

167

100

115

1956

3,650

455,000

92.1

106.8

124

1970

14,000

1,236,152

283.5

171.6

88

1985

27,000

2,304,166

92.8

86.3

85

1990

56,000

2,584,594

107.4

12.1

46

1997

62,000

2,949,771

10,7

14.1

47

2000

66,000

3,237,649

6.4

9.7

49

CURRENT LANDSCAPE PLANNING IN
THIS CONTEXT

PROBLEMS

Projecting the current trends in population growth and illegal land-use the
city planning authority has produced plans for urban growth through
decentralization for a predicted population of 7,200,000 by 2025. New
development areas for industry and housing have been defined at the
fringes of the city.









The policies for accommodating urban sprawl have damaged the
whole landscape as a system.
Metropolitan plans do not present a holistic approach to the
urban landscape because they failed to consider ecological and
social networks.
In city planning systems in Turkey, in general, there are three
levels of planning, however, none of them includes a sector for
landscape planning or design. Landscape means planting design
in left over spaces carried out by a sub-department of
municipality, which is totally segregated from planning
department.
There are always contradictions between planning levels, also
between plans and their implementations.
There is a standard for green space provision for urban areas 7
square meters per person and for suburban areas 10 square
meters per person. However, municipalities can count central
reservations on roads, school playgrounds or private backyards
for this evaluation.

THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE
CONVENTION
AND
THE OPPORTUNITIES IT PRESENTS

How to implement the European Landscape
Convention in the context of our own
planning policies?

A synthesis for Ankara;






National policies for population stability to stop pressures on certain
cities
Changes in city planning policies to prevent urban sprawl (planning to
accomodate negative growth scenarios)
Awareness of landscape and landscape planning at each planning level
and establishment of landscape planning departments for planning,
management and monitoring, which include a diversity of professionals
rather than just those trained in the city planner-architect tradition
Landscape planning should not be reduced to merely planting design of
left over spaces, there must be a law of “landscape”, which can include
the rules of landscape planning and its implementation










Development of greenstructure strategies and elements at each
scale of planning related to Ankara‘s special case resulted from
66.000 hectares of urban area
An holistic approach for each planning level
Planning departments should identify and analyze their own
landscapes at metropolitan, district and sub-district levels
Awareness raising programs for politicians, professionals and
public about their landscapes
Flexibility and feedback between top-down and bottom-up
planning mechanisms
Standards for quality as well as quantity
Comprehensive analysis of local landscapes and the development
of local solutions in addition to the application of international
planning and design ideas and theories

